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1. INTRODUCTION
The existence of solutions to scalar problems of the type
{u (t)+G$(u(t))=h(t)+*u(t+T )=u(t) \t # R (P*)
with T-periodic forcing term h with zero mean value and bounded poten-
tial G # C1(R; R) has been widely studied, under various assumptions on G,
h and T by the use of topological, variational, and other methods. See e.g.
[23], [912], [1617] and references therein for a variety of results and
techniques. The main motivation for the study of (P*) is given by physical
and mechanical interpretations of the problem.
In this paper we are interested in existence, multiplicity and properties of
solutions to problem (P*) in cases where the potential G : R  R and its
derivative are both bounded and present an oscillating behavior.
In this framework the most deeply studied problem in the literature is
the case in which G is a periodic function. A natural and largely
investigated problem of this type is given by the forced pendulum equation
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u +sin(u)=h+*; the behavior of this equation, from the point of view of
existence of periodic solutions is nowadays fairly well understood, see e.g.
[45], [9], [11], [14] and [16], though many important and profound
questions remain open.
Our aim is twofold. First we want to extend some of the results which
hold when G is periodic to a more general class of potentials (see Defini-
tion 1.1 below). Secondly, and we think that this is the most relevant part
of the paper, we are interested in a deeper understanding of the structure
of the solution set of (P0). This new insight will allow us to state results
which were unknown even in the case of periodic potentials.
As we have anticipated we will work with a class of potentials which is
significantly larger than that of periodic functions, but which shares with it
a certain amount of regularity in the oscillating behavior. The precise
definition of this class of functions, which we call recurrent, is the following.
Definition 1.1. Let G # C1(R; R) and assume that G and G$ are bounded.
We say that G is recurrent if for every =>0 there exists an unbounded set
of real numbers { such that
sup
s # R
|G(s+{)&G(s)|+sup
s # R
|G$(s+{)&G$(s)|=
Any number { for which the above inequality holds will be called an
=-period for G.
Remark 1.2. The class of recurrent functions contains both the class of
periodic functions (take the multiples of the period in Definition 1.1) and
the class of functions which are almost periodic together with their
derivative (see e.g. [1] for precise definitions and properties of almost peri-
odic functions). We alert the reader that the most meaningful case is that
of almost periodic functions; however, since we need only a few properties
of this class of functions, namely recurrency properties, we will state all of
our results under the more abstract condition given by Definition 1.1.
Since we wish to work at the highest possible level of generality, we do not
make in this paper any assumption on T or &h&, as it is the case in many
results on this subject. In Section 5 of [6], for instance, (the only paper which
deals with a class of potentials larger than ours) the authors have to impose
conditions on &h&, while in various works on the periodic potential case,
such as [4] and [16], it is required that T be sufficiently small.
Our approach is variational. We seek (classical) solutions to (P0) and
(P*) through the study the functional f : H  R defined by
f (u)= 12 |
T
0
|u* | 2 dt&|
T
0
G(u) dt+|
T
0
hu dt,
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where H is the usual space of H 1loc, T-periodic functions u : R  R; the
forcing term h is a continuous, T-periodic function with zero mean value.
If G is periodic, the main feature of problem (P0) is that the functional
f is invariant under the non compact group Z acting on H by translations;
this implies that f cannot satisfy the PalaisSmale condition, and there-
fore some difficulties in applying the usual minimax procedures are to be
expected. However it is just because of this invariance that the problem
can be solved, for example by working in the quotient space as in [13].
In the recurrent problem the above structure breaks down at the very
core: the corresponding functional f still looses compactness, essentially in
the same way, but f is no longer invariant under a group of transforma-
tions, so that no simple approach to recover compactness is possible. To
see that this is not a limit of the technique but a structural problem, it is
enough to note that, even among continuous functions of one variable,
periodic maps always attain their infimum, while the simplest almost peri-
odic function, cos x+cos ?x, does not.
The approach we propose to overcome these obstacles in solving
problem (P0) consists in focusing the attention on the set of points at level
c0=infH f (of course all these points, if any exists, are critical for f ),
namely
Kc0= f
&1(c0)=[u # Hf (u)=c0 , {f (u)=0].
It is well known that in the case of a periodic G, the structure of the set
Kc0 is crucial in studying a number of questions related to (P0). As we shall
show, the same happens for the more general class of recurrent potentials.
The key point is the introduction of a well-balanced notion of non-
degeneracy connected to the set Kc0 . This notion will allow us to establish
some links between the structure of Kc0 and, for example, the existence of
multiple solutions to (P0), the existence of subharmonic solutions to (P0),
and the solvability of (P*) for *{0.
To carry out this program we define, for all ! # R, the set
Kc0(!)={u # Kc0<1T |
T
0
u=!= .
Observe that if Kc0(!){< for all ! # R (the degenerate case), then we have
an exceptionally large set of solutions: one absolute minimizer of f for every
preassigned mean value. In this paper we will show that this is a very
special situation: these minimizers are the only periodic (of any period)
solutions to (P0) (see Theorem 4.4 and its consequences), and (P*) is not
solvable for *{0 (see Theorem 5.1).
Otherwise, for some !0 , the set Kc0(!0) is empty (the nondegenerate case).
We will first use this fact to produce a sequence of solutions at levels
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converging to c0 ; next to define a minimax class at a level c1>c0 , and to
produce another sequence of solutions at levels converging to c1 (see
theorems 4.1 and 4.3). These two sequences of critical points are the
analogue of the two solutions of the pendulum equations and their trans-
lates. Furthermore we will show that in this case problem (P*) is solvable
for small values of * (see Theorem 5.1).
In Section 2 we recall the main properties of f. In Section 3 we prove an
abstract result and in Section 4 we apply it to problem (P0). Section 5 is
devoted to the analysis of problem (P*). In Section 6 we study, as an
application, the case of asymptotically recurrent potentials.
Notations. All the function spaces we use are spaces of T-periodic
functions, unless otherwise explicitly stated. Therefore we denote
H=[u # H 1loc(R; R)u(t+T )=u(t) a.e.]. It is a Hilbert space for the usual
norm &u&2=&u* &22+&u&22 , where & }&2 is the L2(0, T ) norm, and it is com-
pactly embedded in L p(0, T ), for all p # [1, +]. The space of con-
tinuous, T-periodic functions is denoted by CT (R; R).
We also write u =(1T ) T0 u(t) dt for the mean value of u # H and we
recall that &u* &22+|u |
2 is an equivalent norm in H. By the identification of
constant functions with real numbers, H can be orthogonally decomposed
as H=RH , where functions in H have zero mean value; we write
u=u +u~ .
The symbol {f (u) stands for the gradient of f, considered as an element
of H. For a, b # R we denote fa=[u # Hf (u)a], f b=[u # Hf (u)b],
and f ba= fa & f
b. We also denote, for c, ! # R, Kc=[u # Hf (u)=c,
{f (u)=0, ] and Kc(!)=[u # Hf (u)=c, {f (u)=0, u =!].
If u, v # H, then we denote (u 7 v)(t)=min[u(t), v(t)] and (u 6 v)(t)=
max[u(t), v(t)], and we recall that these are still elements of H.
2. PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTIONAL
From now on we will always assume that
(H0) G # C2(R; R) is a recurrent function
(H1) h # CT(R; R) satisfies h :=
1
T |
T
0
h(t) dt=0
The regularity assumptions guarantee that f is in C2(H; R) and that its
critical points are classical solutions to (P0).
For the convenience of the reader, in this section we briefly recall some
well-known properties of the functional f, which will be used repeatedly
later.
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First of all we observe that recurrence properties of G imply analogous
properties for f, in the following sense.
Lemma 2.1. Let { # R be an =-period for G. Then
sup
u # H
| f (u+{)& f (u)|+sup
u # H
&{f (u+{)&{f (u)&2=T.
In this case we speak of { as a 2=T-period for f.
Remark 2.2. Note also that the set of = periods for a function is closed
under a number of operations. For example, if { is an =-period, so is &{
and, if =$>=, then { is an =$-period as well. Furthermore if {1 , {2 are =1 , =2
periods, then {1+{2 is an =1+=2 period.
Now we recall the main compactness properties of f.
Proposition 2.3. The functional f is weakly lower semicontinuous and
{f (u)=u+K(u), where K : H  H is a compact map. Furthermore, there
exist C1 , C2>0 such that for all u # H
f (u)C1 |
T
0
|u* | 2 dt&C2 .
Proof. The proof is well known. It relies on the compact embedding of
H into CT and on Wirtinger inequality. K
From Proposition 2.3 we immediately draw the following consequences
about the behavior of PalaisSmale sequences.
Corollary 2.4 The functional f is bounded from below and
(i) for all b # R there exists C=C(b) # R such that supu # f b &u* &2
C(b).
(ii) the PalaisSmale condition holds on bounded subsets of H.
Remark 2.5. For future reference we state more precisely the link
between boundedness and compactness properties of f. First, let un be a
sequence in some sublevel set f b. By (i) we see that un is bounded if and
only if the real sequence u n is bounded. Next, if un is a PalaisSmale
sequence, then, by (ii) we have that un is precompact if and only if u n is
bounded. These facts will be used at the core of our argument.
3. AN ABSTRACT MULTIPLICITY RESULT
This section contains a somewhat abstract formulation of the result
which will allow us to state the multiplicity theorems. The choice to give
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an abstract result is motivated by two considerations. First, in this way we
can unify the arguments used in the concrete setting in a single statement,
and secondly we think that the structure of the critical set is much better
understood at a higher level of generality.
We begin by some definitions which will be useful in the sequel.
Definition 3.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and let f # C2(H; R). By mini-
max class at a level c # R we mean a class 1 of compact subsets of H such
that
inf
A # 1
sup
u # A
f (u)=c.
A deformation of H is a continuous function ’ : H_[0, +[  H such
that ’(u, 0)=u for all u # H. We say that a minimax class 1 is invariant for
a deformation ’ if A # 1 implies ’(A, t) # 1 for all t0.
Finally we say that a minimax class 1 at a level c # R is admissible if
there exists =0>0 with the property that 1 is invariant for all deformations
’ such that ’( } , t) is the identity outside f c+3=0c&3=0 .
Remark 3.2. The objects in the preceding definition are the classical
machinery appearing in minimax arguments. The ‘‘3=0’’ notation is due to
technical reasons which will appear in the proofs.
Before turning to the abstract result we construct the main tool which
will be used in the proof, essentially some estimates of the gradient of f.
Lemma 3.3. Let c # R and assume that
_! # R : Kc(!)=<.
Then there exist positive numbers \, $ such that if { is a \-period of f, then
|u &(!+{)|\ and | f (u)&c|\ imply &{f (u)&$.
In other words if there are no critical points at level c with mean value
! then, in all regions consisting of points at levels close to c and mean
values close to suitable translates of !, the gradient of f is uniformly away
from zero. Since the set of \ periods is unbounded, we note that these
regions can be taken around points of arbitrarily large mean values.
Proof. To prove the lemma assume for contradiction that for all n there
exist {n , a 1n-period of f, and un such that
|u n&(!+{n)|
1
n
, | f (un)&c|
1
n
and &{f (un)&
1
n
.
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Then set vn=un&{n . By Lemma 2.1 vn is a PalaisSmale sequence for f at
level c with the further property that v n  !. By Corollary 2.4 vn is precom-
pact, and therefore there exists v # Kc(!), which violates the assumption. K
Definition 3.4. The set S\(‘)/H, defined by
S\(‘)=[‘&\, ‘+\]_H .
will be called a slab with size \>0 centered in ‘ # R.
Note that for all { # R we have S\(‘+{)=S\(‘)+{. Clearly a slab
disconnects H; we say that a path in H crosses the slab S\(‘) if it intersects
both connected components of H"S\(‘).
We are now ready to state the abstract theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let 1 be an admissible minimax class at level c. Suppose
that
_! # R : Kc(!)=< (K )
Then there exists a sequence un , n # Z, such that
{f (un)=0 \n # Z,
f (un)  c as n  \,
u n  \ as n  \,
Proof. We first define a suitable deformation. Let =0>0 be the quantity
given by the admissibility of 1. We assume from now on that the number
\ found in Lemma 3.3 verifies \<=0 ; this is not restrictive since the
estimate of Lemma 3.3 holds with the same $ if we make \ smaller.
Let  : R  [0, 1] be a C1 cut-off function defined by
(s)={10
if |s|=0
if |s|2=0
and let ’ : H_[0, +[  H be the the flow defined as the solution of the
Cauchy problem
{
d’
dt
(u, t)=&( f (’(u, t))&c)
{f (’(u, t))
1+&{f (’(u, t))&
’(u, 0)=u.
It is routine to verify that ’ is well defined for all t, that f does not increase
along the flow lines and that ’(u, } ) is a 1-Lipschitz continuous function.
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Note that by definition of , ’( } , t) is the identity outside f c+2=0c&2=0 , and there-
fore the class 1 is invariant for ’.
In addition to ’ we shall also use another deformation ’{ :
H_[0, +[  H, { # R, defined by
’{(u, t)=’(u+{, t)&{.
Observe that ’{=’ if {=0. The main property of ’{ is that if { is a
\-period for f, with \<=0 , then ’{ is a deformation which is the identity
outside f c+3=0c&3=0 , and therefore 1 is invariant for ’{ too. Indeed note that if
u  f c+3=0c&3=0 , then by recurrency, u+{  f
c+2=0
c&2=0 , so that ’{(u, t)=’(u+{, t)&
{=u+{&{=u.
From now on assume \<=0 and let { be a \-period for f. We consider
the slab S\(!+{) introduced in Definition 3.4 and we evaluate the loss of
level of a flow line of ’ which crosses the slab S\(!+{) while remaining
in f c+\c&\ . To this aim let u1 , u2 # f
c+\
c&\ be two points lying in different
components of H"S\(!+{), with u2=’(u1 , t1) for some t1>0. We note
that since f does not increase along the flow lines of ’, ’(u1 , t) # f c+\c&\
for all t # [0, t1]. Moreover, by 1-Lipschitz continuity, the orbit ’(u1 , } )
spends at least a time 2\ in S\(!+{) & f c+\c&\ , a region where &{f (u)&$
by Lemma 3.3. Therefore
f (u2)& f (u1)=|
t1
0
d
dt
f (’(u1 , t)) dt
=&|
t1
0
&{f (’(u1 , t))&2
1+&{f (’(u1 , t))&
dt
&2\
$2
1+$
=: &p.
The key point is to observe that if we fix \>0 and take any \-period {, the
above estimate holds with the same p.
We now conclude the proof of the theorem: we use the previous estimate
to find infinitely many critical points with the required properties.
Take =<\ and let A # 1 be such that csupA fc+=. We consider an
=-period { of f and we show that the set A+{=[u+{ # Hu # A] cannot
be deformed by ’ into f c&2=. Indeed assume for contradiction that there
exists t0>0 such that ’(A+{, t0)/f c&2=. Now note that the set B :=
’(A+{, t0)&{=’{(A, t0) belongs to 1 since, as remarked above, 1 is
invariant for ’{ . Evaluating
sup
B
f = sup
’(A+{, t0)&{
f  sup
’(A+{, t0)
f +=c&2=+==c&=,
we find a contradiction, by definition of 1.
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This implies, with standard arguments (see e.g. [15] for a detailed
proof), the existence of at least one point v # A+{ such that
f (’(v, t))c&2=, \t0.
By choosing two \2 periods :, ; for f such that !+:+\u !+;&\
for all u # A (recall that A is bounded while the set of \2 periods is not),
we can confine the set A between the two slabs S\(!+:) and S\(!+;).
Finally we take an =-period {, with =min[\2, p4], and we consider
the translated sets A+{, S\(!+:+{), and S\(!+;+{); clearly the first
lies between the other two. Now as we have showed above, the set A+{
contains a point v such that ’(v, t) # f c+2=c&2=/ f
c+\
c&\ for all t0. This implies
that ’(v, t) lies between the slabs S\(!+:+{) and S\(!+;+{) for all
t0. Indeed, if this is not the case, then the orbit of v must lose at least
a level p while crossing one of the slabs, as shown above, and this is not
possible since = is less than p4. This means that the whole orbit ’(v, t),
t0 is bounded.
The application of Ekeland’s Principle to the bounded below function
t [ f (’(v, t)) yields a sequence vn=’(v, tn) such that
f (vn) # [c&2=, c+2=] for all n,
{f (vn)  0 as n  +,
v n # [:+{+!, ;+{+!] for all n.
that is, a bounded PalaisSmale sequence. By Corollary 2.4, passing if
necessary to a subsequence, we find a critical point u such that f (u) #
[c&2=, c+2=] and u # [!+:+{, !+;+{].
Since we can take =>0 as small and :+{, ;+{ as large as we please,
we can repeat the procedure of translating A and the two slabs to find a
sequence un , n # Z, such that
{f (un)=0 for all n # Z,
f (un)  c as n  \,
u n  \ as n  \,
which completes the proof. K
4. A NONDEGENERACY CONDITION AND THE
STRUCTURE OF THE SOLUTION SET
In order to prove the existence of multiple solutions to (P0) we only need
to construct some admissible minimax classes and apply Theorem 3.5. This
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will be done in theorems 4.1 and 4.3 by means of a structural hypothesis,
namely (K0) below, which will be discussed later.
Theorem 4.1. Let c0=infH f, and suppose that
_!0 # R : Kc0(!0)=<. (K0)
Then there exists a sequence u0n , n # Z, of solutions to (P0) such that
f (u0n)  c0 as n  \,
u 0n  \ as n  \.
Note that if (K0) does not hold then there is an extremely large set of
solutions: precisely for every mean value ! # R there is a minimizer u! such
that u !=!. See Theorem 4.4 below for another consequence of this
situation.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5. We apply it to the
trivial class 10=[[u]u # H ]. We have
c0= inf
[u] # 10
max
u # [u]
f =inf
H
f>&,
and 10 is clearly admissible, in the sense of Definition 3.1. Since (K0)
holds, by Theorem 3.5 there exists a sequence u0n , n # Z such that
{f (u0n)=0 \n # Z,
f (u0n)  c0 as n  \,
u 0n  \ as n  \,
and this is the desired sequence of solutions. K
Remark 4.2. The critical points found above can be thought of as local
minima for f. Actually the existence of a sequence of local minima can
be obtained much more simply, avoiding the use of Theorem 3.5 and
following the lines of the proof of Theorem 5.1. We think however that this
procedure clarifies the role taken by assumption (K) in concrete cases and
stresses the symmetry of the statements of Theorem 4.1 and 4.3 below.
As it is well known, when (K0) holds and G is periodic one can
construct a new critical level c1>c0 . An analogous situation takes place in
the recurrent case and it is described in the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Assume (K0) holds. Then there exists c1>c0 such that if
_!1 # R : Kc1(!1)=<. (K1)
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then there exists a sequence u1n , n # Z, of solutions to (P0) such that
f (u1n)  c1 as n  \,
u 1n  \ as n  \.
Note that the situation described in this theorem is the same as that of
Theorem 4.1 but this time everything takes place at a different level. Once
again, if (K1) is not satisfied then the set of solutions at level c1 is
particularly rich. In other words, the existence of (at least) one unbounded
sequence of solutions at levels above c0 is granted independently of the
validity of (K1). Furthermore we note that, even if (K1) holds we cannot
iterate the procedure by substituting c0 with c1 in the above theorem and
finding a new critical level c2 . In other words the validity of (K1) does not
add relevant information on the structure of problem (P0).
Proof. All we have to do is construct a minimax class at some level
higher than c0 . To this aim let !0 be such that Kc0(!0)=<: this number
exists because (K0) holds. Next let
c~ 0= inf
u =!0
f (u).
Of course c~ 0>c0 . For if not, take un such that u n=!0 and f (un)  c0 .
By (i) of Corollary 2.4, un is bounded and we can assume (by possibly
extracting a subsequence) that un  u weakly in H. Since f is weakly lower
semicontinuous f (u)=c0 , which together with u =!0 contradicts (K0).
Now let u, v be two functions such that
f (u)<c~ 0 , f (v)<c~ 0 and u <!0<v .
One can find u and v among the solutions given by Theorem 4.1, for example
by choosing u=u0&n and v=u
0
n for n large enough. Define the class
11=[# # C0([0, 1]; H )#(0)=u, #(1)=v ]
and let
c1= inf
# # 11
max
s # [0, 1]
f (#(s)).
Since each #([0, 1]) contains a point u# such that u #=!0 , we have that
c1c~ 0>c0 . This means that by appropriately choosing =0 , the class 11
is admissible; the application of Theorem 3.5 yields a sequence u1n, n # Z,
such that
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{f (u1n)=0 \n # Z,
f (u1n)  c1 as n  \,
u 1n  \ as n  \,
which is the required sequence of solutions to (P0). K
A few comments about the role of assumption (K0) in theorems 4.1 and
4.3 are in order. Indeed, as we have seen, the existence of infinitely many
solutions to (P0) at levels close to c0 is granted independently of the
validity of (K0). On the other hand, as it is clear from the proof of
Theorem 4.3, we are able to construct a second minimax argument (and
once more infinitely many solutions) only if (K0) holds.
The next result shows, among other things, that (K0) is essential to this
end.
Theorem 4.4. Let c0=infH f, and assume that (K0) does not hold. Then
(i) for all ! # R the set Kc0(!) consists of a single point, say u! ;
(ii) the map R % ! [ u! # H is continuous and u!(t)<u’(t) for all t if
!<’;
(iii) there are no other periodic (of any period) solutions to (P0).
Proof. To prove (i), note that Kc0(!) is not empty by hypothesis: we
assume that it contains two points, namely v and w, and we show that in
fact v=w. Since v =w , for at least one point t0 we must have v(t0)=w(t0);
to conclude that v=w it is enough to show that v* (t0)=w* (t0). To this aim
let A=[t # [0, T]v(t)w(t)], B=[0, T]"A, and set fA(u)= 12A |u* |
2 dt&
A G(u) dt+A hu dt, and likewise for fB(u).
Assume first that fA(v) fA(w). Then c0= f (w)= fA(w)+ fB(w)
fA(v)+ fB(w)= f (v 7 w).Therefore v 7 w solves (P0), so that necessarily
v* (t0)=w* (t0). If, on the other hand, fA(v)> fA(w), we argue in a similar way
to show that v 6 w solves (P0).
Now let u! be the only point in Kc0(!): we prove that (ii) holds. The
second part of the statement follows from the very same argument used
above. Concerning the first one, it is clearly enough to show that for all
!n  ! there exists a subsequence !nk such that u!nk  u! in H. But this
follows immediately from the fact that u!n is a bounded PalaisSmale
sequence and hence precompact by Corollary 2.4.
Finally we show that if u is a periodic (of any period) solution to (P0),
then u=u!0 for some !0 . To this aim assume first that the period of u is
rational with T and let
A=[! # Ru!(t)u(t) \t].
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Note that A is not empty (take ! large and recall that &u* ! &2 is bounded
independently of ! by Corollary 2.4). Moreover A is bounded from below
and it is closed. We now show that if we define !0=inf A, then u=u!0 . To
begin with, since actually !0=min A, we have
u!0(t)u(t)
for all t # R. We claim that
u!0(t0)=u(t0)
for at least one t0 # R. Indeed if by contradiction u!0(t)>u(t) for all t # R,
then defining ==inft [u!0(t)&u(t)], we obtain, with standard compactness
arguments based on the fact that the period of u is rational with T, that
==mint [u!0(t)&u(t)]>0. Now take $>0 such that |!&!0 |$ implies
&u!&u!0&=. Then we have that !0&$ # A, contradicting the definition
of !0 .
At this point it is clear that u* !0(t0)=u* (t0), and, by uniqueness, u!0(t)=
u(t) for all t # R.
It remains to examine what happens when the period of u is not rational
with T. Clearly in this case we must have h#0, that is, the problem is
autonomous. As we shall prove in Corollary 4.8, in this case G must be
constant, and therefore the conclusion is trivially true. K
Remark 4.5. Note that, in Theorem 4.4, (ii) is all we need to prove (iii).
In other words, whenever we are able to construct a continuous map
R % !  u! # H where u !=! and u! solves (P0), then no other periodic solu-
tions to (P0) can exist.
For a periodic G (in fact for G(x)=&A cos x) and under restrictive
assumptions on T, namely T small, the two first conclusions in the above
theorem can be found also in [4]. On the contrary, the last statement
seems to be unknown.
A first consequence of Theorem 4.4 concerns the existence of subhar-
monic solutions to (P0), i.e. kT-periodic solutions for k>1. In the paper
[8] the authors show that, when G is periodic, some nondegeneracy
hypotheses are sufficient to obtain subharmonics. These hypotheses imply
(K0). Although it is not known whether such assumptions are necessary to
this end, Theorem 4.4 shows that condition (K0) is.
Corollary 4.6. Assume there exist a subharmonic solution to (P0).
Then (K0) holds.
Proof. According to (iii) of Theorem 4.4, if (K0) does not hold, then all
periodic solutions to (P0) must be T-periodic. K
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As a further consequence of Theorem 4.4 we establish a sufficient condi-
tion for the validity of (K0). The next result is essentially a variant of
Theorem 3 in [11].
Proposition 4.7. Assume that the range of h is strictly contained in the
range of G$. Then (K0) holds.
Proof. Suppose for definiteness that max h<sup G$, namely that there
exists x0 # R such that G$(x0)>h(t) for all t. Assume for contradiction that
(K0) does not hold. Then, according to (ii) of Theorem 4.4, there exists a
continuous map R % ! [ u! # H where each u! solves (P0) and has mean
value !. By continuity, the set [mint u!(t)! # R] coincides with R. There-
fore there exists !0 such that mint u!0(t)=x0 ; let t0 be a point where u!0
attains x0 . Of course u !0(t0)0, and then,
0u !0(t0)=&G$(u!0(t0))+h(t0)=&G$(x0)+h(t0),
which contradicts the definition of x0 . K
In the autonomous (i.e. not forced) case, the above proposition gives a
complete characterization of the nondegeneracy condition. Indeed
Corollary 4.8. Assume that h#0. Then (K0) holds if and only if G is
not constant.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part is trivial. Concerning the ‘‘if ’’ part, note that
if G is not constant then the range of G$ is strictly contains [0], which
is the range of h, since h#0 by hypothesis. Using Proposition 4.7 we
conclude that (K0) holds. K
5. FORCING TERMS WITH NONZERO MEAN VALUE
This section is devoted to the study of problem
{u (t)+G$(u(t))=h(t)+*u(t+T )=u(t) \t # R (P*)
where * # R can be interpreted as the mean value of the forcing term and
G and h are the same functions as above.
Problem (P*) has been deeply studied in the last few years by a number
of authors, especially in the case of the pendulum equation. Some descrip-
tions of the set of *’s for which (P*) admits solutions are known and in
general they require assumptions on T and &h&: for a list of known results
see [5], [7], [11], [16].
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Let
Ih=[* # RP* has a solution].
When G is periodic, it is well known that Ih is a bounded, closed interval
containing zero, see e.g. [11]. All conclusions but closedness hold when G
is a recurrent function: since the proof of the periodic case works also in
this case, we omit it.
A related interesting problem is to ascertain whether Ih reduces to [0]
or not. In the case of a periodic G, some results of generic type are known.
Precisely in [11] and [8] the authors show that, when the zero set of G$
is totally disconnected, Ih{[0] for a generic h in [v # C0Tv =0]. Further-
more, an asymptotic result is given in [7], where the authors show that,
still for a generic h, one has I*h  [0] as |*|  .
We now give some results in this direction, by showing that this problem
is equivalent to ascertain whether (K0) holds or not.
Theorem 5.1. Let c0=infH f. Then Ih{[0] if and only if (K0) holds. In
this case zero is an interior point of Ih .
Proof. If (K0) holds, then Kc0(!0)=< for some !0 # R. Exactly as in
the proof of Lemma 3.3 we can find \, $>0 such that for every \-period
{ we have that
u =!0+{ implies f (u)c0+$.
Take z # H such that f (z)<c0+$ and two \ periods :, ; such that
!0+:<z <!0+;. Let
A=[u # H!0+:u !0+;]
and let f* be the functional associated to (P*), namely
f*(u)= 12 |
T
0
|u* | 2 dt&|
T
0
G(u) dt+|
T
0
(h+*) u dt= f (u)+*Tu .
Since by construction f (z)<c0+$minA f, then f*(z)<minA f*
provided * is small, say * # [&+, +]. Now take a minimizing sequence un
for f* restricted to A: since un is bounded we can assume un  u weakly in
H and, by weak lower semicontinuity of f* , we obtain f*(u)=minA f* .
Since f*(u) f*(z)<minA f* , necessarily u is a local minimum for f* on H
and it is therefore a solution to (P*).
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Conversely assume that (K0) does not hold and take a solution u to (P*)
for some * # R. We show that in fact *=0. To this aim, take the family u! ,
! # R, as in Theorem 4.4 and define
A=[! # Ru!(t)u(t) \t] B=[! # Ru!(t)u(t) \t]
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, it is easy to show that
!0 :=inf A=min A !1 :=sup B=max B
and that there exist t0 , t1 # R such that
u!0(t0)=u(t0) u!1(t1)=u(t1)
Since now !0 # A, t0 is an absolute minimum point of u!0&u. Hence
u* !0(t0)=u* (t0) and u !0(t0)u (t0), which imply
*=u (t0)+G$(u(t0))&h(t0)u !0(t0)+G$(u!0(t0))&h(t0)=0
Working similarly on t1 instead of t0 we get the opposite inequality, and
hence *=0. K
The above results show that the case when (K0) does not hold is a
highly degenerate situation. Indeed in this case problem (P0) admits an
unbounded continuum of solutions (which correspond to absolute minima
for the associated action functional), and it has no other solutions.
Moreover none of the solutions to (P0) survives when we add an
arbitrarily small constant field.
Finally, some comments about the validity of (K0). According to
Theorem 5.1 and [11], [8], we know that (K0) holds for a generic h; the
question whether it holds for all h is still open and is an interesting
and challenging problem, even in the case of the pendulum equation and
small T.
6. ASYMPTOTICALLY RECURRENT POTENTIALS
In this section we want to study the existence of solutions for the
problem
{u (t)+V$(u(t))=h(t)u(t+T )=u(t) \t # R (P*)
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where the forcing term h satisfies (H1) and the C2 potential V, though it
is not recurrent itself, it is asymptotic to a recurrent one in a C1 sense,
namely
|V(x)&G(x)|+|V$(x)&G$(x)|  0 as |x|  +
where of course G satisfies (H0).
As an application of (iii) of Theorem 4.4 we are able to prove the following
existence result.
Theorem 6.1. Under the above assumptions, problem (P
*
) has at least
one solution.
The proof of the theorem requires some notation conventions and some
lemmas. Since we will have to work with problem (P
*
) and problem (P0)
we need to distinguish between functionals and critical sets relative to the
potentials G and V. Therefore we shall use symbols like fG and fV or Kc, G
and Kc, V to denote quantities whose meaning is self-evident.
To begin with, we define, for r, R>0, a family of subsets of H that will
play an important role in the sequel, namely B(r, R)=[u # H|u |r,
&u* &2R]. The following lemmas are direct consequences of the asymptotic
properties of V.
Lemma 6.2. For all R>0 we have
sup
u # B(r, R)
| fV (u)& fG(u)|+ sup
u # B(r, R)
&{fV (u)&{fG(u)&  0
as r  +.
Lemma 6.3. Let c # R and assume that
_! # R : Kc, G(!)=<.
Then there exist positive numbers \, $ such that if { is a \-period of fG , then
|u |1\, |u &(!+{)|\ and fV (u)&c|\ imply &{fV (u)&$.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that for all n there exist {n , a
1n-period of fG , and un such that
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|u n |  +, |u n&(!+{n)|  0, fV (un)  c
and
{fV (un)  0.
As a consequence of Lemma 6.2 the same holds for fG . We obtain a
contradiction proceeding exactly as in Lemma 3.3 K
This means that lower bounds for {fG , whenever they exist, imply
analogous bounds on {fV in B(r, R), provided r is large enough. These
estimates can be used, as in Theorem 3.5, to prove existence results for
problem (P
*
).
Proof of Theorem 6.1. First of all we note that Proposition 2.3 and
Corollary 2.4 hold also for fV , and furthermore that infH fVinfH fG . If
the strict inequality holds, level arguments show that each minimizing
sequence for fV has bounded mean values and hence it is precompact: we
find an absolute minimizer for fV , that is, a solution to (P*). Therefore we
assume from now on that
inf
H
fV=inf
H
fG=: c0.
Now, if Kc0 , G(!0)=< for some !0 # R, we can use Lemma 6.3 in the spirit
of Theorem 3.5 to obtain at least one critical point of fV . Then it only
remains to analyze what happens when
Kc0 , G(!){< for all ! # R.
In this situation, Theorem 4.4 tells us that all the solutions to problem (P0)
live at level c0 for fG .
Finally, from the point of view of existence results for (P
*
), it is not
restrictive to assume that
Kc0 , V (!)=< for all ! # R.
Then, by standard arguments, we can construct a mountain pass level
c1>c0 for the functional fV . A result from [15] (Theorem 1.2) gives the
existence of a sequence un such that
fV (un)  c>c0 , {fV (un)  0, &un&un&1&  0
as n  +. To conclude it is enough to show that the sequence u n
contains some bounded subsequence.
If this is not the case, we can assume for definiteness that u n  +.
Using Lemma 6.2, we see that un is a PalaisSmale sequence for fG at the
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same level c. Now let {k be a sequence of 1k periods for fG such that
furthermore {k  + as k  +. Since |u n&u n&1 |  0, we can extract a
subsequence unk such that |u nk&{k |  0 as k  +. Set vk=unk&{k ;
thanks to the recurrence properties of fG , the sequence vk is a PalaisSmale
sequence at level c for the functional fG , and it is bounded since by
construction v k  0. In this way we can pass to the limit to find a critical
point for fG at level c>c0 . This is impossible because c0 is the only critical
level for fG . K
Two natural questions arise from Theorem 6.1, namely the existence of
multiple solutions to (P
*
) and the solvability of (P
*
) for small mean values
of the forcing term. Both questions can be answered in the affirmative when
the right nondegeneracy condition holds for the functional ‘‘at infinity’’, i.e.,
_!0 # R : Kc0 , G(!0)=<.
The proof is just a straightforward modification of the arguments in the
previous sections.
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